


Here’s how you can help kids 
differentiate between Singlish 
and proper English. By Elly Sim

Singlish has somewhat become a cultural 
phenomenon most Singaporeans are proud of, and 
equally adamant to hold on to. Like staunch disciples, 

they guard this colloquial language with as much ferocity 
and loyalty as they do with chilli crab and chicken rice. 

Yet, it is this same language that has some cringing 

at the mere mention of a “lah” or a “meh” – popular 
Singlish slangs. They wither into a ball of rage at the 
thought of their child spurting unintelligible blurbs of 
this Singapore slang. 

So where in the world does Singlish stand in this 
global, multi-linguist society? 
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Singlish: 
Yay or Nay
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To dismiss it [Singlish] 
completely would be 

ignorant, but to cling on 
to it like a trophy would 
be futile. Singlish is, and 
always will be, part of 
Singapore’s culture. 

But to say that Singlish 
degrades the English 

language quality may be 
a little far-fetched. 

Badge of identity
Maybe a look back to the original English speakers may 
help shed some light on this language debate. As early as 
1362, elements of Cockney English sprouted around the 
United Kingdom. 

Derived from geographical, social and linguistic 
associations, the British clung on to this ‘street speak’ 
like dear life. They went around confusing the rest of the 
world with their rhyming slang words like: 

“Whistle and flute”,  
which means suit. 

- “Are you wearing your  
whistle and flute?”

OR
“Apples and pears”,  
which means stairs.

- “Go up the apples and pears.”

So proud they were of their exclusive Cockney 
identity, that even Hollywood wanted part of it. They 
easily caught on to slang terms and splattered it all over 
films like “Lock, Stock and Two Smoking Barrels”, “The 
Beaver” and the classic “Mary Poppins”. 

Yet, despite this Cockney slang that earned the 
Brits their street cred, the world knew them for their 
Queen’s English. As native speakers of the language, they 
dominated and influenced the world to speak it the way 
it was meant to be. Their little colonies across the world 
picked up on it and hashed sub-English versions the best 
they could. 

Just like the Cockney English, Singlish snuck its way 
up from the early ancestors of Singapore, who at the time 
spoke nothing other than their Mother Tongue of Malay, 
Chinese and Tamil. Through broken, haphazard verbal 
meanderings, they formed a way to communicate with 
each other. 

And that was how Singlish was born. 

Uniquely Singaporean
To dismiss it completely would be ignorant, but to cling 
on to it like a trophy would be futile. Singlish is, and 
always will be, part of Singapore’s culture. 

But to say that Singlish degrades the English language 
quality may be a little far-fetched. Nonetheless, this 

is a thin line to walk on. Back in the day, knowing 
and speaking too much Singlish may have had a huge 
negative impact on speaking proper English. This was 
especially so when the native languages of Malay, 
Chinese and Tamil could easily creep its way back into 
the young Singapore tongue. 

Today however, more than five generations have 
passed, leaving the majority of Singaporeans with an 
English-speaking background. With a somewhat strong 
foundation of the English language, a little sprinkle of 
Singlish only adds flavour, if not depth and identity to the 
modern Singaporean. 

With careful meandering, today’s generation of 
Singaporeans will be able to switch between the two like 
seasoned chameleons. In school and at the workplace, 
English dominates. But when the uniform’s out and the 
weekend comes, Singlish is free to reign. 

With more emphasis on English, especially in Asia 
and emerging markets like China, knowing when and 
how to differentiate Singlish from proper English is 
crucial for this generation of Singaporeans, if they are to 
keep up with their global counterparts. 

Here’s a quick and handy guide for those completely 
at a loss for when to use English and when it is okay to 
pepper on some Singlish. 
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1  At a restaurant... 
Waiter: May I take your order?
You: Yes, please. Can I get the lamb 

shank with apple sauce and beetroot salad, 
with a side of mashed potatoes? Thank you.

2At a hawker centre...
Stall owner: Xiao jie ah, what you 
want?

You: One packet chicken rice, ta-pao!

3At social settings...
(With international friends)
Friend: How are you? What do you 

do for a living?
You: I’m good, how are you? I’m a dentist 
at Springfield’s Clinic in Serangoon. And 
yourself?

(With local friends who prefer Singlish)
Friend: Eh bro, long time no see! How are 
you man?
You: Ya lor, so long no see! I’m okay, so-so. 
You?

4 in school... 
Teacher: Can I talk to you about 
your son’s progress in class?

You: Of course. I’d love to hear what you 
think of him.

5At work...
Boss: We’ll have to submit this 
proposal by 6pm today. Is that okay?

You: Sure, I’ll have it to you by then.

6 in a cab...
Taxi driver: Go where?
You: Uncle, Ang Mo Kio. Turn left at 

the bus stop, then can stop already. 

The Who, What, Where, When, Why, How Guide to 
Speaking English and Singlish 

Who
Who are you speaking to? Are you speaking 

to a teacher, principal, boss, or colleague? If so, refrain 
from using Singlish. Proper English is the best way to go. 

If on the other hand, you are ordering food at a 
hawker center where the stall holder prefers Singlish, 
follow suit. Or if your taxi driver happily chirps about his 
day in Singlish to you, reciprocate the same way.

Always show a little professionalism and respect for 
whoever you’re conversing with. There is no need to 
speak Queen’s English when you’re ordering ‘mee pok’, 
or likewise.

What
What is the context of the situation? What 

am I trying to get across? Am I trying to converse with 
a colleague over the phone on the best way to solve 
a problem? Am I talking to my child’s teacher about 
their performance in school? Use English, and use it 
confidently.

English is best used in professional settings, even if it 
is not enforced. Practice makes perfect.

Where
Where is this conversation taking place? Am I 

at a social gathering with guests from all over the world? 
Or am I at home in the comfort of my husband and 
children and loads of family time?

Wherever you are, it’s important to be understood. 
Gauge your audience and see what’s best suited for that 
setting. It’s not the most comfortable thing to have people 
stare at you dumbfounded.

Why
Why am I speaking Singlish or English? Is 

there a need for my Singlish? Are people finding it easy to 
converse with me because I’m speaking Singlish, or am I 
getting blank looks? Can I convey the same thing with as 
much ease in proper English?

How
How do I do this? Simple! Try the easy, 

fail-proof conversation starters on the right. A little tip 
though – accentuate your Singlish so that it can be easily 
distinguishable from English, especially when conversing 
with the little ones. 

How
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